Multi-task learning is the problem of maximizing the performance of a system across a number of related tasks. When applied to multiple domains for the same task, it is similar to domain adaptation, but symmetric, rather than limited to improving performance on a target domain. We present a more principled, better performing model for this problem, based on the use of a hierarchical Bayesian prior. Each domain has its own domain-specific parameter for each feature but, rather than a constant prior over these parameters, the model instead links them via a hierarchical Bayesian global prior. This prior encourages the features to have similar weights across domains, unless there is good evidence to the contrary. We show that the method of (Daumé III, 2007) , which was presented as a simple "preprocessing step," is actually equivalent, except our representation explicitly separates hyperparameters which were tied in his work. We demonstrate that allowing different values for these hyperparameters significantly improves performance over both a strong baseline and (Daumé III, 2007) within both a conditional random field sequence model for named entity recognition and a discriminatively trained dependency parser.
Introduction
The goal of multi-task learning is to improve performance on a set of related tasks, when provided with (potentially varying quantities of) annotated data for each of the tasks. It is very closely related to domain adaptation, a far more common task in the natural language processing community, but with two primary differences. Firstly, in domain adaptation the different tasks are actually just different domains. Secondly, in multi-task learning the focus is on improving performance across all tasks, while in domain adaptation there is a distinction between source data and target data, and the goal is to improve performance on the target data. In the present work we focus on domain adaptation, but like the multi-task setting, we wish to improve performance across all domains and not a single target domains. The word domain is used here somewhat loosely: it may refer to a topical domain or to distinctions that linguists might term mode (speech versus writing) or register (formal written prose versus SMS communications). For example, one may have a large amount of parsed newswire, and want to use it to augment a much smaller amount of parsed e-mail, to build a higher quality parser for e-mail data. We also consider the extension to the task where the annotation is not the same, but is consistent, across domains (that is, some domains may be annotated with more information than others).
This problem is important because it is omnipresent in real life natural language processing tasks. Annotated data is expensive to produce and limited in quantity. Typically, one may begin with a considerable amount of annotated newswire data, some annotated speech data, and a little annotated e-mail data. It would be most desirable if the aggregated training data could be used to improve the performance of a system on each of these domains.
From the baseline of building separate systems for each domain, the obvious first attempt at domain adaptation is to build a system from the union of the training data, and we will refer to this as a second baseline. In this paper we propose a more principled, formal model of domain adaptation, which not only outperforms previous work, but maintains attractive performance characteristics in terms of training and testing speed. We also show that the domain adaptation work of (Daumé III, 2007) , which is presented as an ad-hoc "preprocessing step," is actually equivalent to our formal model. However, our representation of the model conceptually separates some of the hyperparameters which are not separated in (Daumé III, 2007) , and we found that setting these hyperparameters with different values from one another was critical for improving performance. We apply our model to two tasks, named entity recognition, using a linear chain conditional random field (CRF), and dependency parsing, using a discriminative, chart-based model. In both cases, we find that our model improves performance over both baselines and prior work.
Hierarchical Bayesian Domain Adaptation

Motivation
We call our model hierarchical Bayesian domain adaptation, because it makes use of a hierarchical Bayesian prior. As an example, take the case of building a logistic classifier to decide if a word is part of a person's name. There will be a parameter (weight) for each feature, and usually there is a zero-mean Gaussian prior over the parameter values so that they don't get too large. 1 In the standard, single-domain, case the log likelihood of the data and prior is calculated, and the optimal parameter values are found. Now, let's extend this model to the case of two domains, one containing American newswire and the other containing British newswire. The data distributions will be similar for the two domains, but not identical. In our model, we have separate parameters for each feature in each domain. We also have a top level parameter (also to be learned) for each feature. For each domain, the Gaussian prior over the parameter values is now centered around these top level parameters instead of around zero. A zero-mean Gaussian prior is then placed over the top level parameters. In this example, if some feature, say word='Nigel,' only appears in the British newswire, the corresponding weight for the American newswire will have a similar value. This happens because the evidence in the British domain will push the British parameter to have a high value, and this will in turn influence the top-level parameter to have a high value, which will then influence the American newswire to have a high value, because there will be no evidence in the American data to override the prior. Conversely, if some feature is highly indicative of isName=true for the British newswire, and of isName=false for the American newswire, then the British parameter will have a high (positive) value while the American parameter will have a low (negative) value, because in both cases the domain-specific evidence will outweigh the effect of the prior.
Formal Model
Our domain adaptation model is based on a hierarchical Bayesian prior, through which the domainspecific parameters are tied. The model is very general-purpose, and can be applied to any discriminative learning task for which one would typically put a prior with a mean over the parameters. We will build up to it by first describing a general, singledomain, discriminative learning task, and then we will show how to modify this model to construct our hierarchical Bayesian domain adaptation model. In a typical discriminative probabilistic model, the learning process consists of optimizing the log conditional likelihood of the data with respect to the parameters, L orig (D; θ ). This likelihood function can take on many forms: logistic regression, a conditional Markov model, a conditional random field, as well as others. It is common practice to put a zeromean Gaussian prior over the parameters, leading to the following objective, for which we wish to find the optimal parameter values:
From a graphical models perspective, this looks like Figure 1 (a), where µ is the mean for the prior (in our case, zero), σ 2 is the variance for the prior, θ are the parameters, or feature weights, and D is the data. Now we will extend this single-domain model into a multi-domain model (illustrated in Figure 1(b) ). Each feature weight θ i is replicated once for each domain, as well as for a top-level set of parameters. We will refer to the parameters for domain d as θ d , with individual components θ d,i , the toplevel parameters as θ * , and all parameters collectively as θ . All of the power of our model stems from the relationship between these sets of param- eters. First, we place a zero-mean Gaussian prior over the top level parameters θ * . Then, these top level parameters are used as the mean for a Gaussian prior placed over each of the domain-specific parameters θ d . These domain-specific parameters are then the parameters used in the original conditional log likelihood functions for each domain. The domainspecific parameter values jointly influence an appropriate value for the higher-level parameters. Conversely, the higher-level parameters will largely determine the domain-specific parameters when there is little or no evidence from within a domain, but can be overriden by domain-specific evidence when it clearly goes against the general picture (for instance Leeds is normally a location, but within the sports domain is usually an organization (football team)).
The beauty of this model is that the degree of influence each domain exerts over the others, for each parameter, is based on the amount of evidence each domain has about that parameter. If a domain has a lot of evidence for a feature weight, then that evidence will outweigh the effect of the prior. However, when a domain lacks evidence for a parameter the opposite occurs, and the prior (whose value is determined by evidence in the other domains) will have a greater effect on the parameter value.
To achieve this, we modify the objective function. We now sum over the log likelihood for all domains, including a Gaussian prior for each domain, but which is now centered around θ * , the top-level parameters. Outside of this summation, we have a Gaussian prior over the top-level parameters which is identical to the prior in the original model:
where σ 2 d and σ 2 * are variances on the priors over the parameters for all the domains, as well as the top-level parameters. The graphical models representation is shown in Figure 1 (b) .
One potential source of confusion is with respect to the directed or undirected nature of our domain adaptation model, and the underlying model of the data. Our hierarchical Bayesian domain adaptation model is directed, as illustrated in Figure 1 . However, somewhat counterintuitively, the underlying (original) model of the data can be either directed or undirected, and for our experiments we use undi-rected, conditional random field-based models. The directed domain adaptation model can be viewed as a model of the parameters, and those parameter weights are used by the underlying data model. In Figure 1 , the entire data model is represented by a single node, D, conditioned on the parameters, θ or θ d . The form of that model can then be almost anything, including an undirected model.
From an implementation perspective, the objective function is not much more difficult to implement than the original single-domain model. For all of our experiments, we optimized the log likelihood using L-BFGS, which requires the function value and partial derivatives of each parameter. The new partial derivatives for the domain-specific parameters (but not the top-level parameters) utilize the same partial derivatives as in the original model. The only change in the calculations is with respect to the priors. The partial derivatives for the domain-specific parameters are:
and the derivatives for the top level parameters θ * are:
This function is convex. Once the optimal parameters have been learned, the top level parameters can be discarded, since the runtime model for each domain is the same as the original (single-domain) model, parameterized by the parameters learned for that domain in the hierarchical model. However, it may be useful to retain the top-level parameters for use in adaptation to further domains in the future. In our model there are d extra hyper-parameters which can be tuned. These are the variances σ 2 d for each domain. When this value is large then the prior has little influence, and when set high enough will be equivalent to training each model separately. When this value is close to zero the prior has a strong influence, and when it is sufficiently close to zero then it will be equivalent to completely tying the parameters, such that θ d 1 ,i = θ d 2 ,i for all domains. Despite having many more parameters, for both of the tasks on which we performed experiments, we found that our model did not take much more time to train that a baseline model trained on all of the data concatenated together.
Model Generalization
The model as presented thus far can be viewed as a two level tree, with the top-level parameters at the root, and the domain-specific ones at the leaves. However, it is straightforward to generalize the model to any tree structure. In the generalized version, the domain-specific parameters would still be at the leaves, the top-level parameters at the root, but new mid-level parameters can be added based on beliefs about how similar the various domains are. For instance, if one had four datasets, two of which contained speech data and two of which contained newswire, then it might be sensible to have two sets of mid-level parameters, one for the speech data and one for the newswire data, as illustrated in Figure 1(c) . This would allow the speech domains to influence one another more than the newswire domains, and vice versa.
Formalization of (Daumé III, 2007)
As mentioned earlier, our model is equivalent to that presented in (Daumé III, 2007) , and can be viewed as a formal version of his model. 2 In his presentation, the adapation is done through feature augmentation. Specifically, for each feature in the original version, a new version is created for each domain, as well as a general, domain-independent version of the feature. For each datum, two versions of each original feature are present: the version for that datum's domain, and the domain independent one.
The equivalence between the two models can be shown with simple arithmetic. Recall that the log likelihood of our model is:
We now introduce a new variable ψ d = θ d − θ * , and plug it into the equation for log likelihood:
The result is the model of (Daumé III, 2007) , where the ψ d are the domain-specific feature weights, and θ d are the domain-independent feature weights. In his formulation, the variances σ 2 d = σ 2 * for all domains d.
This separation of the domain-specific and independent variances was critical to our improved performance. When using a Gaussian prior there are two parameters set by the user: the mean, µ (usually zero), and the variance, σ 2 . Technically, each of these parameters is actually a vector, with an entry for each feature, but almost always the vectors are uniform and the same parameter is used for each feature (there are exceptions, e.g. (Lee et al., 2007) ). Because Daumé III (2007) views the adaptation as merely augmenting the feature space, each of his features has the same prior mean and variance, regardless of whether it is domain specific or independent. He could have set these parameters differently, but he did not. 3 In our presentation of the model, we explicitly represent different variances for each domain, as well as the top level parameters. We found that specifying different values for the domain specific versus domain independent variances significantly improved performance, though we found no gains from using different values for the different domain specific variances. The values were set based on development data.
Named Entity Recognition
For our first set of experiments, we used a linearchain, conditional random field (CRF) model, trained for named entity recognition (NER). The use of CRFs for sequence modeling has become standard so we will omit the model details; good explanations can be found in a number of places (Lafferty et al., 2001; Sutton and McCallum, 2007) . Our features were based on those in (Finkel et al., 2005) .
Data
We used three named entity datasets, from the CoNLL 2003, MUC-6 and MUC-7 shared tasks. CoNLL is British newswire, while MUC-6 and MUC-7 are both American newswire. Arguably MUC-6 and MUC-7 should not count as separate domains, but because they were annotated separately, for different shared tasks, we chose to treat them as such, and feel that our experimental results justify the distinction. We used the standard train and test sets for each domain, which for CoNLL corresponds to the (more difficult) testb set. For details about the number of training and test words in each dataset, please see Table 1 .
One interesting challenge in dealing with both CoNLL and MUC data is that the label sets differ. The differences in the label sets led us to perform two sets of experiments for the baseline and hierarchical Bayesian models. In the first set of experiments, at training time, the model allows any label from the union of the label sets, regardless of whether that label was legal for the domain. At test time, we would ignore guesses made by the model which were inconsistent with the allowed labels for that domain. 4 In the second set of experiments, we restricted the model at training time to only allow legal labels for each domain. At test time, the domain was specified, and the model was once again restricted so that words would never be tagged with a label outside of that domain's label set.
Experimental Results and Discussion
In our experiments, we compared our model to several strong baselines, and the full set of results is in Table 2 . The models we used were:
TARGET ONLY. Trained and tested on only the data for that domain.
ALL DATA. Trained and tested on data from all domains, concatenated into one large dataset.
ALL DATA*. Same as ALL DATA, but restricted possible labels for each word based on domain.
DAUME07. Trained and tested using the same technique as (Daumé III, 2007) . We note that they present results using per-token label accuracy, while we used the more standard entity precision, recall, and F score (as in the CoNLL 2003 shared task). For all of the baseline models, and for the top level-parameters in the hierarchical Bayesian model, we used σ = 1. For the domain-specific parameters, we used σ d = 0.1 for all domains.
The HIER BAYES model outperformed all baselines for both of the MUC datasets, and tied with the DAUME07 for CoNLL. The largest improvement was on MUC-6, where HIER BAYES outperformed DAUME07*, the second best model, by 1.36%. This improvement is greater than the improvement made by that model over the ALL DATA* baseline. To assess significance we used a document-level paired t-test (over all of the data combined), and found that HIER BAYES significantly outperformed all of the baselines (not including HIER BAYES*) with greater than 95% confidence.
For both the HIER BAYES and DAUME07 models, we found that performance was better for the variant which did not restrict possible labels based on the domain, while the ALL DATA model did benefit from the label restriction. For HIER BAYES and DAUME07, this result may be due to the structure of the models. Because both models have domainspecific features, the models likely learned that these labels were never actually allowed. However, when a feature does not occur in the data for a particular domain, then the domain-specific parameter for that feature will have positive weight due to evidence present in the other domains, which at test time can lead to assigning an illegal label to a word. This information that a word may be of some other (unknown to that domain) entity type may help prevent the model from mislabeling the word. For example, in CoNLL, nationalities, such as Iraqi and American, are labeled as misc. If a previously unseen nationality is encountered in the MUC testing data, the MUC model may be tempted to label is as a location, but this evidence from the CoNLL data may prevent that, by causing it to instead be labeled misc, a label which will subsequently be ignored.
In typical domain adaptation work, showing gains is made easier by the fact that the amount of training data in the target domain is comparatively small. Within the multi-task learning setting, it is more challenging to show gains over the ALL DATA baseline. Nevertheless, our results show that, so long as the amount of data in each domain is not widely disparate, it is possible to achieve gains on all of the domains simultaneously.
Dependency Parsing
Parsing Model
We also tested our model on an untyped dependency parsing task, to see how it performs on a more structurally complex task than sequence modeling. To our knowledge, the discriminatively trained dependency model we used has not been previously published, but it is very similar to recent work on discriminative constituency parsing (Finkel and Manning, 2008) . Due to space restrictions, we cannot give a complete treatment of the model, but will give an overview.
We built a CRF-based model, optimizing the likelihood of the parse, conditioned on the words and parts of speech of the sentence. At the heart of our model is the Eisner dependency grammar chartparsing algorithm (Eisner, 1996) , which allows for efficient computation of inside and outside scores. The Eisner algorithm, originally designed for generative parsing, decomposes the probability of a dependency parse into the probabilities of each attachment of a dependent to its parent, and the probabilities of each parent stopping taking dependents. These probabilities can be conditioned on the child, parent, and direction of the dependency. We used a slight modification of the algorithm which allows each probability to also be conditioned on whether there is a previous dependent. While the unmodified version of the algorithm includes stopping probabilities, conditioned on the parent and direction, they have no impact on which parse for a particular sentence is most likely, because all words must eventually stop taking dependents. However, in the modified version, the stopping probability is also conditioned on whether or not there is a previous dependent, so this probability does make a difference.
While the Eisner algorithm computes locally normalized probabilities for each attachment decision, our model computes unnormalized scores. From a graphical models perspective, our parsing model is undirected, while the original model is directed. 5 The score for a particular tree decomposes the same way in our model as in the original Eisner model, but it is globally normalized instead of locally normalized. Using the inside and outside scores we can compute partial derivatives for the feature weights, as well as the value of the normalizing constant needed to determine the probability of a particular parse. This is done in a manner completely analogous to (Finkel and Manning, 2008) . Partial derivatives and the function value are all that is needed to find the optimal feature weights using L-BFGS. 6 Features are computed over each attachment and stopping decision, and can be conditioned on the 5 The dependencies themselves are still directed in both cases, it is just the underlying graphical model used to compute the likelihood of a parse which changes from a directed model to an undirected model. 6 In (Finkel and Manning, 2008) we used stochastic gradient descent to optimize our weights because our function evaluation was too slow to use L-BFGS. We did not encounter this problem in this setting. parent, dependent (or none, if it is a stopping decision), direction of attachment, whether there is a previous dependent in that direction, and the words and parts of speech of the sentence. We used the same features as (McDonald et al., 2005) , augmented with information about whether or not a dependent is the first dependent (information they did not have).
Data
For our dependency parsing experiments, we used LDC2008T04 OntoNotes Release 2.0 data (Hovy et al., 2006) . This dataset is still in development, and includes data from seven different domains, labeled for a number of tasks, including PCFG trees. The domains span both newswire and speech from multiple sources. We converted the PCFG trees into dependency trees using the Collins head rules (Collins, 2003) . We also omitted the WSJ portion of the data, because it follows a different annotation scheme from the other domains. 7 For each of the remaining six domains, we aimed for an 75/25 data split, but because we divided the data using the provided sections, this split was fairly rough. The number of training and test sentences for each domain are specified in the Table 3 , along with our results.
Experimental Results and Discussion
We compared the same four domain adaptation models for dependency parsing as we did for the named entity experiments, once again setting σ = 1.0 and σ d = 0.1. Unlike the named entity experiments however, there were no label set discrepencies between the domains, so only one version of each domain adaptation model was necessary, instead of the two versions in that section.
Our full dependency parsing results can be found in Table 3 . Firstly, we found that DAUME07, which had outperformed the ALL DATA baseline for the sequence modeling task, performed worse than the 7 Specifically, all the other domains use the "new" Penn Treebank annotation style, whereas the WSJ data is still in the "traditional" annotation style, familiar from the past decade's work in Penn Treebank parsing. The major changes are in hyphenation and NP structure. In the new annotation style, many hyphenated words are separated into multiple tokens, with a new part-of-speech tag given to the hyphens, and leftwardbranching structure inside noun phrases is indicated by use of a new NML phrasal category. The treatment of hyphenated words, in particular, makes the two annotation styles inconsistent, and so we could not work with all the data together. baseline here, indicating that the transfer of information between domains in the more structurally complicated task is inherently more difficult. Our model's gains over the ALL DATA baseline are quite small, but we tested their significance using a sentence-level paired t-test (over all of the data combined) and found them to be significant at p < 10 −5 . We are unsure why some domains improved while others did not. It is not simply a consequence of training set size, but may be due to qualities of the domains themselves.
Dependency Parsing
Related Work
We already discussed the relation of our work to (Daumé III, 2007) in Section 2.4. Another piece of similar work is (Chelba and Acero, 2004) , who also modify their prior. Their work is limited to two domains, a source and a target, and their algorithm has a two stage process: First, train a classifier on the source data, and then use the learned weights from that classifier as the mean for a Gaussian prior when training a new model on just the target data. Daumé III and Marcu (2006) also took a Bayesian approach to domain adaptation, but structured their model in a very different way. In their model, it is assumed that each datum within a domain is either a domain-specific datum, or a general datum, and then domain-specific and general weights were learned. Whether each datum is domain-specific or general is not known, so they developed an EM based algorithm for determining this information while simultaneously learning the feature weights. Their model had good performance, but came with a 10 to 15 times slowdown at training time. Our slowest dependency parser took four days to train, making this model close to infeasible for learning on that data.
Outside of the NLP community there has been much similar work making use of hierarchical Bayesian priors to tie parameters across multiple, similar tasks. Evgeniou et al. (2005) present a similar model, but based on support vector machines, to predict the exam scores of students. Elidan et al. (2008) make us of an undirected Bayesian transfer hierarchy to jointly model the shapes of different mammals. The complete literature on related multi-task learning is too large to fully discuss here, but we direct the reader to (Baxter, 1997; Caruana, 1997; Yu et al., 2005; Xue et al., 2007) . For a more general discussion of hierarchical priors, we recommend Chapter 5 of (Gelman et al., 2003) and Chapter 12 of (Gelman and Hill, 2006) .
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we presented a new model for domain adaptation, based on a hierarchical Bayesian prior, which allows information to be shared between domains when information is sparse, while still allowing the data from a particular domain to override the information from other domains when there is sufficient evidence. We outperformed previous work on a sequence modeling task, and showed improvements on dependency parsing, a structurally more complex problem, where previous work failed. Our model is practically useful and does not require significantly more time to train than a baseline model using the same data (though it does require more memory, proportional to the number of domains). In the future we would like to see if the model could be adapted to improve performance on data from a new domain, potentially by using the top-level weights which should be less domain-dependent.
